Cleanliness

Everyone in the lab is responsible for making sure all lab rooms are clean and organized at all times. This includes but is not limited to:

- **Putting things away after you use them**: papers, binders, tapes, equipment, etc. The lab when you leave should look as clean and agreeable as possible. Even if you didn’t take it out, if you see it on the counter, clean it up.
- **Anything that is potentially harmful to a baby** (pens, electric sockets…) **should be secured** before the parents and children arrive.
- When you leave the lab, **push in your chair under the desk** in front of a computer or under a table so that the room looks neat. Don’t leave the chairs sitting around in the middle of the room.
- **All rooms should be kept neat and clean at all times**, but **especially when parents are arriving**. Every morning, before child testing, a lab member should inspect the study rooms and the bathrooms that parents and infants use. The fridge will be emptied out once a week on Fridays, with the exception of products that have a later expiration date. These will be thrown out if their expiration date passes.